History of the Book & Print
NEW

P ublishing t he Grail in Me di e val
& Renaissance France
LEAH TETHER

The Grail is one of the most enduring literary motifs in publishing history. But the nature and reception of the
Grail have not remained static, as authors and publishers across history have reimagined, reinterpreted and repackaged Grail literature. This book analyses the developing publication practices associated with French Grail
literature in medieval and Renaissance France. Arguing for pre-print book production as constituting an early
incarnation of a publishing trade, the distinctive investigation of manuscript and early-print evidence brings
medieval and early-modern publishers and their concepts of both product and market into focus.
£60.00/$99.00, November 2017
978 1 84384 426 6, 23 b/w illus.; 224pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Arthurian Studies

PRINT HISTORY & CULTURE

T h e Pro se Brut
& Ot her Lat e
M e d ieval Chro nicles

The Pete rborough
Ve rsion of the Ang lo Saxon Chroni cle

Books have their Histories. Essays
in Honour of Lister M. Matheson

Edited by JACLYN R AJSIC, ERIK
KO OPER & D OMINIQUE HO CHE
These essays take multi-disciplinary approaches in their studies in
order to underscore the (shifting) historical, social and political
contexts in which medieval English chronicles were used and read
from the fourteenth century through to the present day. With
particular focus on one of the most important chronicles, the Brut,
they shed light on history writing, manuscript studies and the
history of the book.
£60.00/$99.00, March 2016
978 1 90315 366 6, 11 b/w illus.; 272pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Manuscript Culture in the British Isles

Rewriting Post-Conquest History
MAL ASREE HOME

The first full-length critical study of the
Peterborough version of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle. It focuses on the ways in which it is a particular product
of its place and time, putting it into the context of the writing of
local and national histories at Peterborough (then an important
monastic centre), and examining the alterations and modifications
the Peterborough monks made to their source.
£60.00/$99.00, March 2015
978 1 78327 001 9, 196pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Anglo-Saxon Studies

Scribe s & the Ci ty

York Medieval Press

London Guildhall Clerks &
the Dissemination of Middle
English Literature, 1375-1425

Wr it ing Euro pe, 5 0 0 -1450

Texts and Contexts

Edited by AIDAN C ONTI, ORIET TA
DA ROL D & PHIL I P SHAW

LINNE R . MO ONEY
& ESTELLE STUBBS

This volume brings together papers on a range of
topics, centred on manuscript studies and textual
criticism, which explore the prolonged and varied
processes through which Europe’s different parts
entered into modern reading, writing and communicative practices.
Drawing on a range of approaches and perspectives, they consider
material culture, multilingualism in texts and books, book history,
readers, audience and scribes across the middle ages.

Scribes played a crucial part in the flourishing and availability
of literature in English during the time of Chaucer. This book
reveals for the first time who they were, where and how they
worked, and the crucial role they played in bringing this literature
to a wider public.

£30.00/$39.95, October 2015
978 1 84384 415 0, 23 b/w illus.; 216pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
Essays and Studies

£45.00/$80.00, May 2015
978 1 90315 340 6, 53 b/w illus.; 168pp, 31.2 x 23.7, HB
Manuscript Culture in the British Isles
York Medieval Press

A sensational book... will permanently affect and change the way we
see the history of the book in England.
Professor Derek Pearsall, Harvard University.

w w w. b oyd el l andbre we r.c om

PRINT HISTORY & CULTURE

A C ompanio n to t he
E a rly P r int ed Bo o k in
B r i tain, 1 4 7 6 -1 5 5 8
Edited by VINCENT GILLESPIE
& SUSAN POWELL

A comprehensive guide to the origins and
development of the early printed book, covering
the significant cultural, social and technological developments from
1476 (the introduction of printing to England) to 1558 (the death of
Mary Tudor). Divided into thematic sections, it considers the social,
historical, and cultural context of the rise of print.
£60.00/$99.00, January 2014
978 1 84384 363 4
32 b/w illus.; 402pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

P u blishing Bu siness in
E i g h t eent h-Cent u ry
E n gland
JAMES R AVEN

This book assesses the contribution of the
business press and the publication of print to
the economic transformation of England in the
long eighteenth century. Examining the broader social relationship
between publication and the practical conduct of trade in the age of
Enlightenment, it reveals a pivotal time of change.
£19.99/$25.95, September 2014
978 1 84383 910 1
348pp, 23.44 x 15.6, PB
People, Markets, Goods: Economies and Societies in History

Wo men & Pr int Cult ure
i n Po st-Independ ence
Bu eno s Air es
IONA MACINT YRE

This examination of pamphlets, a history book,
conduct literature and periodical literature of the
1820s demonstrates the impact of transatlantic print
networks, such as the book trade and translations from Britain, France,
and Spain, on discussion of the woman question in post-independence
Buenos Aires, challenging traditional male-centred accounts of the
book world.
£60.00/$99.00, March 2010
978 1 85566 196 7
224pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB
Monografías

Briti sh Li terature
& Pri nt Culture
Edited by SANDRO JUNG

These wide-ranging essays offer examinations into
the complexity of print culture in Britain between
the seventeenth and nineteenth century, investigating
how the agents involved in the making of books
contributed to the cultural literacy of readers and the
formation of a canon of literary texts.
£40.00/$70.00, October 2013
978 1 84384 343 6
4 colour & 40 b/w illus.; 239pp, 21.6 x 13.8, HB
Essays and Studies

The German Bestse l l e r
in the Late Ni ne teen th
Ce ntury

Edited by CHARLOT TE WO ODFORD
& BENEDICT SCHOFIELD
The rise of bestsellers and the mass market in
Germany in the late nineteenth century provided
escape in unsettling times, capturing readers’ imaginations. This is
a much-needed look at the fiction that was actually read by many
thousands of readers, and the conditions of its publication and
reception.
£65.00/$85.00, July 2012
978 1 57113 487 5
11 b/w illus.; 296pp, 9 x 6, HB
Studies in German Literature Linguistics and Culture

The Be ntons

How An American Father & Son
Changed the Printing Industry
PATRICIA A. C OST
& MAT THEW CARTER

The ease with which we can choose a typeface today
is something we take for granted, but it is possible
only because of the tremendous amount of labour of the Bentons. This
story of the lives and work of Linn Boyd Benton and Morris Fuller
Benton is an important chapter in the history of type.
£19.99, January 2011
978 1 93336 042 3
400pp, 17.9 x 25.2, PB

Distant Re adings

T he Histo ry o f t he
L i not y pe Co mpany
FR ANK ROMANO

From the Victorian era to the start of the twentyfirst century, the Mergenthaler Linotype Company dominated the
typesetting and printing industries. This book details the products, the
people, and the corporate activities that kept the company ahead of its
competition in hot metal, phototypesetting, and pre-press technology.
£25.00/$34.95, June 2014
978 1 93336 060 7
480pp, 26 x 22, PB

Topologies of German Culture in
the Long Nineteenth Century
Edited by MAT T ERLIN
& LYNNE TATLO CK

These essays explore the concept of “distant reading”
in digital humanities, applying it to the analysis of
nineteenth-century German literature and culture. They consider
how new digital technologies enable both the testing of hypotheses
and the discovery of patterns and trends, as well as how “distant” and
traditional “close” reading can complement one another.
£75.00/$95.00, May 2014
978 1 57113 539 1
40 colour & 38 b/w illus.; 394pp, 23 x 16, HB
Studies in German Literature Linguistics and Culture
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PRINT HISTORY & CULTURE

T h e Ar ies P r ess
o f Ed en, N.Y.

What Our
Letteri ng Needs

RICHARD KEGLER

RICK CUSICK

The Aries Press was founded in the 1920s by
philanthropist, Spencer Kellogg, Jr., a supporter of
the arts who was influenced by the Arts and Crafts
movement. The Aries Press produced exceptional
examples of fine printing, and this book documents its colourful
history accompanied by fine illustrations and samples from the Press.

This book is a thorough account of Hermann Zapf ’s
contributions to the artistry and success of Hallmark
Cards, now fully blended into the company’s rich
heritage. It is a beautifully illustrated tribute to
Zapf ’s own philosophy that the artist’s challenge is to ensure, despite
technology and mass production, that beauty is never lost.

£30.00, June 2016
978 1 93912 521 7, 17 colour & 6 b/w illus.; 96pp, 23 x 16, HB

£19.99, December 2011
978 1 93336 055 3, 136pp, 17 x 25.4, PB

BOOK DESIGN

E d g e s o f B o oks

STEVEN K. GALBR AITH

Edges of Books examines a familiar form from an unfamiliar perspective. When books are on display it is usually their spines, covers, text, or
illustrations that are featured. These are the familiar parts of the books – the parts that modern readers have come to interact with the most.
Edges of Books takes a different approach, uncovering a tradition that extends back centuries in which the edges of books were important sites
for information and decoration.
£12.99, September 2012, 978 1 93336 069 0, 51 colour & 5 b/w illus.; 70pp, 17.7 x 25.4, PB

T h e Scy t he & t he Rabbi t

The Art of the Book i n
the Twenti e th Cent ury

Simon de Colines & the Culture of
the Book in Renaissance Paris

JERRY KELLY

KAY AMERT

Simon de Colines was one of the greatest
typographers, printers and publishers of the
Renaissance. He built the semiotic structure of the
book as we now know it, yet has been unfairly neglected. This is the
first full length study of his work, offering insightful and informative
research about de Colines.
£30.00, November 2012
978 1 93336 056 0, 292pp, 15.2 x 23, PB

A wide range of styles are illustrated in this selection
of eleven master designers. This selection of
designers is only a small sampling of the practitioners
that the twentieth century produced, but they are
indicative of the wide range of book design styles achieved during this
exceptionally dynamic century.
£30.00, March 2011
978 1 93336 046 1, 45 colour & 70 b/w illus.; 197pp, 30.8 x 23, HB

RECENTLY RELEASED

B o oks and Lear ning in Twe l fth- Century Engl and

The Ending of ‘Alter Orbis’
R .M. Thomson

Focuses on England’s engagement with continental Europe, especially France and Normandy, from 1066 until around 1200. It
is based primarily on a close scrutiny of the texts, script and decoration of the surviving manuscripts, a wide range of which are
illustrated here. It charts the transformation of the perceived view of England as isolated on the geographical and intellectual
periphery of Europe to a position of crucial importance within the wider European community.
£35.00/$60.00, May 2006
978 0 95537 020 5,
80 b/w illus.; 136pp, 27 x 21, PB
Red Gull Press
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BOOK DESIGN

Pur it y o f Aim

The Book Jacke ts
of Ismar David

The Book Jacket Designs
of Alvin Lustig

MISHA BELET SKY

NED DREW
& PAUL STERNBERGER

For Alvin Lustig (1915-55), the designer was not
a single-minded specialist, but an integrator of many art forms, while
simultaneously a spokesman for social change. He used the book cover
as a vehicle for his bold graphic experimentation, and this book is a
colourful representation of Lustig’s designs.
£14.99, September 2010
978 1 93336 048 5, 54 colour & 15 b/w illus.; 88pp, 19 x 19, PB
Graphic Design Archives Chapbook Series

Ismar David’s style is informed by a thorough
mastery of the typographic tradition yet looks
remarkably fresh, even today, combining a
calligrapher’s craft with a fine artist’s sensibility.
Here his important contribution is rediscovered,
suggesting that David’s calligraphic book jackets present a viable
alternative to the current design approach.
£16.99, March 2011
978 1 93336 051 5
48pp, 15 x 23, PB

COLLECTIONS

H i ghlig ht s o f t he Ca ry
G r aphic Art s Co llecti on
At Rochester Institute of Technology
STEVEN K. GALBR AITH,
AMELIA HUGILL-FONTANEL
& KARI HOROWICZ

The Me di e val Book
& a Mode rn Collecto r

Essays in Honour of Toshiyuki Takamiya
Edited by TAKAMI MAT SUDA,
RICHARD A. LINENTHAL
& JOHN SCAHILL

A fully-illustrated guide to the treasures of the Cary Graphic Arts
Collection in Rochester, NY. This book brings the history of this
collection to life, featuring milestones in the history of printing, diverse
examples of fine press printing, artists’ books, and rare artefacts from
The New York Times Museum of the Recorded Word.

An acclaimed study of English medieval manuscripts
and early printed books, including items from Professor Takamiya’s
own collection. Amongst essays on writings of the late middle ages,
there is also a focus on the work of early printers such as Caxton and
de Worde, and of bibliophiles and antiquarians in modern time.

£19.99, December 2014
978 1 93912 513 2, 78 colour illus.; 90pp, 25 x 20, PB

£35.00/$60.00, March 2015
978 1 84384 405 1, 82 b/w illus.; 552pp, 27 x 18.3, PB

Manuscript Studies
Interested in exploring the history of the book further? Then have a
look at our new brochure featuring the latest in manuscript studies,
as well as investigations into manuscript culture and the individuals
behind these unique documents. The new Manuscript Studies
brochure is available at www.boydellandbrewer.com or contact
marketing@boydell.co.uk
Press & Enquiries

Available ebooks

An eBook for your mobile
or handheld device

Configured for PC and Mac
suitable for research use

Both are available to download directly from
www.boydellandbrewer.com
Please view the title’s page for price details.

For review copies and general queries please contact:
marketing@boydell.co.uk for UK, Europe & International.
For North and South America, please contact:
boydell@boydellusa.net
Ordering

An eBook available through libraries and
institutions, check with your librarian.
Some eBooks may have separate publication dates.
Please check online for more details or email marketing@boydell.co.uk

Order securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com
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